INTO THE BREACH!
Expanded Siege Rules & Scenarios
By David Simpson, with invaluable assistance
from Chris Bobridge and Steve Hambrook

This rules expansion article deals solely with
the siege rules and they are, of course,
unofficial house rules. This is because, as
always with unofficial house rules, they have
not been fully tested to perfection as would
be preferable. So if you find any holes, bugs
or things that just don’t work, then by all
means tell us as perfection is the goal and
that can only be achieved with input from
the gaming public in general.
The rules are divided into three main
sections. The first section contains rules
designed to plug gaps in the siege rules from
the Warmaster rulebook and should be
treated as add-on rules or replacement rules
where noted (for instance, the revised
battering rules). The second section
contains new rules for siege equipment.
Whilst the third section offers lists of
availability and cost for the different types of
siege equipment and how to include them
in those games.
There are also a few siege scenarios at the end
of the article written by Chris Bobridge and
myself. We hope at a later date to expand
beyond these initial three scenarios, to
develop a fully fledged siege campaign system
which will include many options for both the
defender and attacker. For now however,
there are just these three linked scenarios
which form a ‘linear’ campaign in themselves.

General Siege Rules
First of all regarding Break points. In all
siege scenarios Break points for both armies
are ignored. The game will only end when
either one of the generals dies, or when the
turn limit for the scenario expires.
Occasionally, a scenario will state otherwise,
in this instance the specific scenario rules
take precedence over this.
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Secondly, regarding min/max levels and
army points values. When deciding to play
a siege game always use the attacking army
as the basis for deciding how large a game
you will play, then half this total for
determining how many points the
defender may spend on troops. For
example, if the attacker has 3,000 points,
then the defender has up to 1,500 points.
Obviously, it is a good idea to stick to full
thousands for the size of the attacking
army (ie. 1,000 points, 2,000 points, 3,000
points, and so on), for simplicities sake if
nothing else.
Additionally, the defending army always
rounds up its max level to the next highest
level of min/max if it is not a round figure.
For example, a 1,000 points defending force
would use the standard min/max levels for a
1,000 points army, whilst a 1,500 points or
1,250 points defending army would use the
min levels for a 1000 points army, but the
max levels of a 2000 points army. This
represents the higher number of well
trained troops, artillery and equipment that
you tend to find in most fortifications. This
will again always be the case in any siege
scenario, unless the specific scenario rules
state otherwise.
When rules refer to a wall, it is referring to
a 40mm wall section. When it refers to a
tower, it generally includes the entirety of
the tower as defined in the Warmaster
rulebook as well as the rules that follow.
And, in addition, it is generally a good
idea to define all gateway wall sections as
towers, otherwise there would be almost
no point in trying to knock the gate itself
down. This however is more of a
suggestion than a hard and fast rule, as it
may not be appropriate for all fortification
models. However, you should always
make sure that both players are fully
aware as to how the gateway will be
treated before play starts, ie, as a tower or
as a wall section.
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TOWERS
The
towers
of
a
fortification are usually
the most important
element
of
any
defensive
structure.
They are very tough to
knock
down
and
incredibly difficult to
assault, whilst providing
an ideal position for the
defender
to
pour
missile fire onto the
attacking army. The
following rules should
be considered a bolt-on
addition to the rules
presented in the Siege
rules section of the
Warmaster rulebook,
rather than as a
complete replacement.
For example, the rules
for knocking down
towers still stand.
For part of a fortification to count as a tower
it must have a base area of at least 40x40mm,
any less and it counts as a wall section
(unless incredibly tall). Being a tower makes
a structure much stronger and resilient to
attack, thus a tower not only benefits from
the extra damage that it can sustain over a
normal wall section (as detailed in the
Warmaster rulebook), but it may only ever
be assaulted from either the courtyard of the
fortress that it forms part of or from the
ramparts of adjacent wall sections. This is
because a tower is generally much too high
to assault with even the longest ladders or
tallest siege towers, so the only way in is
through the doors that the defenders use on
adjacent ramparts and in the courtyard of
the fortification.
When assaulting a tower in this way only one
stand may attack each facing of the tower
(usually only one or two are eligible in this
way). These must be from different units and
the defender may also only defend with one
stand per facing (although they must defend
with one stand on multiple facings if there
are insufficient defending stands). Defending
stands never count as being flanked.
In addition to this the defending stands
always count as fortified. This means that an
attacking unit will only ever get the base
attacks of a stand against defending units in
a tower, hitting on 6s all the time. In

An assault on a lone tower
addition to this the defender never retreats,
thus there is no pursuit bonus. Likewise as
with attacking a wall, there is no support.
To put it quite simply, you have to wipe out
all the units in a tower before you can
occupy it. A very difficult task indeed!
Free-standing lone towers only have one
facing that can be attacked in this way.
Whichever facing this is must be declared
by the defender before the start of the
battle. This facing is assumed to be the one
with the door in, whether it is on ground
level, high up with a removable ladder, or
with some other means of assault. If this is
easily visible on the model itself, then this is
all the better.
The number of stands that a tower can hold
is determined by its base area. This is quite
straight forward, you can fit upto double the
amount of stands that would otherwise fit
onto the base area of the tower. For example,
a 40x40mm based tower has the same base
area as two stands, therefore four stands will
fit into a tower of this size. This represents
units not only being positioned on the roof
of the tower, but all throughout its height,
probably stationed at gun ports or arrow slits
if they are armed with missile weapons.
Missile units in towers count as having a 360o
fire arc. This means that they will all have to
target the closest eligible enemy unit to the
tower if they wish to fire their missile weapons.
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In addition to this, all missile units in a
tower may stand and fire at units that attack
any facing of the tower that they occupy, The
only stands that cannot do this are those that
are already engaged in combat with another
unit that has charged the tower. As you can
see attacking an undamaged tower full of
missile troops is more than slightly suicidal
in most cases!
Other than this, all the normal rules
regarding attacking fortifications stand. For
example, if by some miracle the attacking
troops do manage to wipe out all the
defenders in a tower, then they do not
receive any advance charge move. The only
option available to them is to consolidate
their position and occupy the tower.

BREACHES
When a breach is caused, either by the
destruction of a wall section, or that of a
tower, you should remove the relevant part
of the fortification that has been destroyed
(if possible) and replace it with a suitable
marker or model, for example, some loose
sand would be ideal. The area that was
previously occupied by the wall section or
tower is then treated as difficult terrain. This
will obviously confer a -1 Command penalty

on any units that occupy the breach, but will
give them the bonus of counting as being in
defended terrain when charged.
This also obviously makes it impassable to
anything except infantry, but line of sight
can be drawn through the breach for the
purposes of either missile fire or for
charging through it to units on the other
side. Although, as stated, the only units that
can move through the breach would be
infantry. The only exception is when a
gateway is breached, as this is just breaking
the door down and it then allows any unit to
move through it as if it were permanently
open (which it is, since the gate is probably
lying in splinters somewhere).
In certain cases you will find that a breach
caused in a wall or tower will destroy stands
from a unit, possibly even destroying a stand
in the middle of the unit, which would
normally not be possible due to the
Removing Casualties rules. Such casualties
do not cause drive-backs because units
stationed on the ramparts in this way expect
to take casualties in this manner.
When casualties of this kind end up with a
stand in the middle of their unit being
destroyed then count those stands that are

Bretonnians hurry to stop the enemy at a breach in their wall
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left intact as independent units
until the end of the Combat
phase in that turn. In the case
of units with more than three
stands (such as Empire units
with attached skirmishers), any
stands still in contact with
other stands from the same
unit count as a unit. In the case
of a four stand unit it would
give you a one stand unit and a
two stand unit.
At the end of the Combat phase
these ‘split’ units must reform
just as if they had been
involved
in
a
combat.
Nominate one stand to reform
around and place the rest of
the stands from the unit into
contact with that stand. You
may rotate the nominated
stand if you wish, but in most
instances there will be no call
for this.

Empire troops assaulting a castle wall

TROOPS ON RAMPARTS
Whilst not strictly speaking a new rule to cover
a hole I thought that adding something about
this was appropriate. Basically, vertical distance
is ignored as far as unit formation is concerned,
however troops in such a formation count as
being in an irregular formation.

being in hand-to-hand combat, as are any
enemy units on the same wall section or
tower, which does of course make them
ineligible as targets for missile fire.

You will find that the main reason for doing
this will be to force the attacker to spread his
attacks over several units, thus reducing the
chances of losing whole stands. Another
reason to adopt this kind of formation
would be to plug gaps left in wall sections by
breaches, as explained above.

Regarding battering by battering rams and
log rams (rules for which later on). This now
counts as a first combat round for the unit
that is using the battering ram in the Combat
phase. Which means that if the battering
manages to successfully cause a breach then
this counts as destroying your enemy in the
first round of combat. This will allow the
unit to abandon their battering ram or log
ram and make an advance charge through
the breach of up to 20cm.

BATTERING
The following provides a slight modification
to the battering rules and a little clarification
about when you can fire artillery at walls,
towers or gateways.

Another clarification is that battering cannot
be done during your opponent’s Combat
phase. Once a turn is quite enough thank
you very much! This also means that the
battering units are only eligible to be shot at
by conventional missile fire in the
defender’s turn – they can only be targeted
by boiling oil attacks in the attacker’s turn,
just prior to the battering attempt.

Firstly, you cannot fire at wall sections or
towers that are in the process of either being
assaulted, or battered by your troops – ie, if
you have any troops on a wall section, in a
tower, assaulting a wall section, assaulting a
tower or battering a tower, wall section or
gateway. These are effectively counted as

In addition to this, any units with at least
one stand on the wall section or tower that
is being battered, may stand and fire at the
battering unit instead of using boiling oil. If
this causes the loss of a stand or the
destruction of the battering ram, then the
battering attempt is abandoned.
7
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A unit assaulting the
middle wall section,
then it must also
assault the other intact
wall section as cornerto-corner contact does
count for wall sections
of the same status (ie,
breached or intact).
However, it would not
be obliged to also
attack the stand in the
breached
section,
Infantry pushing a battering ram
unless it is from the
same unit as one of
To summarise, attacking a wall section,
the stands on the wall section that has been
tower or gateway in any way, whether that
initially assaulted.
be to assault or to batter it, effectively brings
You can if you wish attack or assault all of
the attacking units into combat with the
the wall sections in question if the charging
troops on the ramparts of the particular
stands have enough movement. But this is
piece of the fortification. However, when the
not compulsory, apart from in the sort of
attacking unit is battering the fortification,
situations outlined above.
the defender can only attack the battering
troops (or battering ram) with S&S missile
fire, or boiling oil attacks.
Units attacking units in a breach are not
drawn into combat with any units on
adjacent standing wall sections. The reverse
is also the case, in that troops assaulting a
wall section do not count as attacking troops
in adjoining breaches.
This is one instance where corner-to-corner
contact does not count. In addition, this
means that units attacking breaches or wall
sections in this way only have to spread out
and maximise contact with adjacent troops
that are also in a breach or on a wall section
(whichever may be the case).

FLYERS ATTACKING FORTIFICATIONS
Whilst flyers may attack fortified targets in
the same way as infantry, hitting on 6s and
with no charge bonus. They may never
occupy fortifications and thus if they win a
round of combat against troops in
fortifications, they may not pursue them for
a second round of combat and may either
stand their ground, or fall back. The
defenders, however, do still have to retreat.
This may cause them to abandon their
defensive position anyway.
However, flyers are unique in that they are
the only units that can actually attack units
stationed in a tower without having to do so
from the courtyard or adjoining ramparts.
The normal rules for attacking towers still
apply though, so the defenders will not
retreat and all the missile troops will be able
to stand and fire at the attacking flyers.

An example of thius would be if you have three
wall sections, with an end-most section
breached. Now if all the sections are occupied
and a unit attacks the stand that occupies the
breached section, then the stands in the
attacking unit could be placed behind one
It does of course go without saying that
another, so that only one stand makes contact.
when flyers try to assault fortifications,
However, if the stand in the breached section
then boiling oil attacks cannot be used
is part of the unit that is also on the adjacent
against them.
wall section, then
the attacking unit
will have to assault
that wall section
and maybe the wall
section at the other
end of the wall in
question if it has
s u f f i c i e n t
movement to do
Archers protected by mantlets
so.
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New Siege Equipment
EARTHWORKS
These are defensive works built by both
defending and attacking forces in a siege
and sometimes in other situations as well.
These are usually hastily constructed out of
earth (hence the name earthworks), log
barricades, upturned carts, barrels and
generally whatever comes to hand.
In scenarios where it allows you to take
earthworks the following rules are used.
Each section of earthworks purchased
costs 15 points and is 40mm long and
10mm wide, half the size of a standard
Warmaster base.
Unless otherwise specified in a particular
scenario, earthworks are always deployed
before the armies set up in the relevant
deployment zones, starting with the
defender deploying all his earthworks first,
or dice off to decide if for some reason there
is no defined attacker and defender.
Earthworks can be arranged together in
whatever formation is desired by the
purchasing player, a few examples are
shown here.
Earthworks count as a linear feature that
confers fortified status against missile fire for
any infantry or artillery deployed directly
behind them, or defended status against any
close combat attacks directed against any
infantry or artillery units placed directly
behind them. Obviously, this only counts on
the initial charge, as defended status cannot
be claimed in pursuit combat.
As you may have noticed earthworks serve
two functions for the defending player. First
they provide a front line of defence,
something to soak up some of the enemy’s
power before he hits the fortress walls
themselves. They also provide very good
‘speed bumps’, slowing down and
sometimes channelling the advance of siege
engines such as siege towers and battering
rams. However there is a way for the attacker
to remove them.
To remove earthworks to make way for your
siege towers and battering rams, a unit of
infantry (and only infantry) must be adjacent
to the earthworks at the beginning of the
Combat phase and not already be engaged
in combat. Then each stand in contact with
an earthwork section gets its basic attacks
against the earthwork (no charge bonuses,
as what the troops are doing is getting their

entrenching tools out). Any 6s that are
rolled will destroy the earthwork that is
attacked in this way. It is important that you
declare exactly which earthwork sections
each stand is attacking, as each 40x10mm
section is effectively counted as a separate
unit for these purposes.

LOG RAMS
Log rams are effectively Battering rams but
without the added protection of an
armoured covering to shield the battering
unit. Log rams can be brought to bear much
more rapidly than a Battering ram can be.
The main disadvantage is, of course, the lack
of protection, especially against boiling oil
poured on the battering unit by troops on
the ramparts above, or stand and fire from
these units.

Orc mob with log ram
Attacking infantry units may be equipped
with Log rams. A unit that is equipped with
Log rams may only make one move per turn,
although it may abandon its Log rams at any
point and is then unrestricted by this. Also,
when equipped with Log rams a unit may
not cross or move through any terrain which
is classed as difficult for movement
purposes, such as forests or earthworks.
If a unit equipped with Log rams is driven
back by enemy shooting or magic, then it
carries its Log rams with it unless forced to
enter difficult terrain.
When a unit with a Log ram makes contact
with a fortress wall it will commence
battering in much the same way as a
Battering ram. However, if as a result of a
boiling oil attack or stand and fire from units
on the walls enough hits are inflicted to
remove a whole stand then the battering
attempt fails as per the rules for using
boiling oil (treat it as if the defender had
rolled a 6 on the Boiling Oil table).
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LADDERS
Although in the main rulebook it states that
all attacking units are assumed to be carrying
sufficient ladders and grappling hooks for
free here we have expanded upon this.
Infantry units may only assault the walls of as
fortress with a siege tower or by using
ladders. It costs +5 points to equip each of
the stands in a unit with ladders. Note: Units
already equipped with other siege
equipment, ie, siege towers, log rams,
battering rams, mantlets, etc, cannot also be
equipped with ladders – this means that the
besieging general will have to consider where
and how he will launch his wall assaults.

Siege Equipment Lists
There are two distinct siege equipment lists;
the siege equipment list and the siege
artillery equipment list. These lists work in
the same way, but access to them is
dependant upon the specific restrictions of a
particular scenario. The scenario special
rules will specify exactly which lists may be
used by which side.
Where siege equipment is allowed, any such
equipment
is
always
purchased
independently of the army list and is
deployed either as a unit in the case of some
siege engines or siege artillery; with an
assigned unit for such things as battering
rams, log rams or siege towers; onto the
walls themselves such things as boiling oil;

or in the deployment zones with such things
as earthworks.
Unless stated specifically in the particular
siege scenario that you are fighting, the
amount of siege equipment available to each
side will be 25% of the relevant army total,
rounding up to the nearest five points. In
addition to this, only half of this may be spent
on the siege artillery list, if this is actually
made available to that army in the scenario.
For example, a 2,000 points army is
attacking in a siege game. This means that
the attacker may choose up to 2,000 points
from whatever army list he is using, with the
standard 2 x min/max. In addition to this the
player may also field up to 500 points of
siege equipment chosen from whichever
siege equipment lists are made available in
that scenario. If this includes the siege
artillery list, then only 250 points of this 500
points may be used to buy siege equipment
from the siege artillery list.
Conversely, the defending forces would
consist of 1,000 points of troops, chosen
from whatever army list is being used, using
the 1 x min/max. In addition to this there
would be 250 points of siege equipment
chosen from whichever siege equipment
lists the scenario specifies as available to the
defending army.
Exactly what siege equipment can be taken
will depend on what siege equipment is

High Elves assault a Bretonnian fortress with ladders
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allowed in the scenario. Earthworks are
available to both the attacker and the
defender, as are siege engines.

armies will almost always be larger than
defending ones.
The only other rule to bear in mind when
using these equipment lists is that you may
never spend points from your army total
on siege equipment, or for that matter
spend points from the siege equipment
allocation on units for your army. If you
don’t have enough siege equipment to use
the total equipment allocation then those
points are wasted.

Regardless of what equipment lists are
available in a particular scenario they all
have to be bought out of the same siege
equipment allocation for an army. So using
the first example of the defending force
with a 250 points siege equipment
allocation, if they had access to both the
earthworks and the siege defender’s
equipment lists then they may spend up to
250 points on either or both of these lists.
The same is obviously true for attackers.
The only difference will be what
equipment is available and almost certainly
the total points allocation, since attacking

All equipment is available to all armies of all
races in Warmaster for siege battles, with the
only exception being Bombards which may
not be used by Elves of any kindred, or
Bretonnians.
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Siege Scenarios
1. RACE FOR THE WATCH TOWER
The self-proclaimed Count Braken, leader of
one of the many small princedoms of the
Border Princes, owed much of his success to
the chance discovery of a vast hoard of gold
and gems. These riches were discovered in
an old Goblin-infested, ruined fort in the
foothills of the Vaults mountain range.
Since that chance discovery the Count has
used his new found wealth to rebuild the
fort, employing the latest (if expensive)
techniques straight from Tilea. He also used
his money to expand his princedom and
soon trade was flourishing.
Little did the Count realise that a clan of
Dwarfs living in the Vault Mountains were
the descendants of those who lived in the
fortress in ancient times. Soon tales of the
Count’s success fell upon Dwarf ears. The
Count was outraged when gruff Dwarf
envoys arrived at his court demanding that
the riches he had liberated by handed over
to them. The Dwarfs were thrown out of the
Count’s court empty-handed and vowing
revenge. Before long the dispossessed
Dwarf clan had mobilised and were
marching upon the Count’s castle.
When the Count heard of the Dwarfs on the
march he quite sensibly sent out a scouting
force. The commander of the scouts decided
to occupy an old watch tower on the border

of the Count’s domain so that they could
relay information when the Dwarf army had
been spotted. When the scouts had nearly
reached the old watch tower they were
shocked at how quickly the Dwarfs had
marched from their mountain dwelling. The
race was on for the scouts to reach the watch
tower in time to light the beacon and warn
the Count at Braken Keep.
This battle was fought between the vanguard
elements of the Dwarf army, commanded by
the Dwarf Lord Grimbold and the scouting
force sent out from Braken Keep under the
command of Hauptman Anders.
Despite the fact that this scenario is a siege
related one, none of the siege rules actually
apply to it as it is not strictly speaking a siege
scenario, merely the prelude to a siege.
Therefore the Dwarfs have no siege
equipment built yet but may assault Empire
troops within the tower as described earlier.

Historically, the forces consisted of
1,000 points of Empire troops and 1,500
points of Dwarfs. However you can, of
course, use any armies that you wish and any
points values that you like, so long as the
attacker has 50% more troops than the other.

EMPIRE ARMY

Woods

80cm
Watchtower

Woods

DWARF ARMY

MAP 1 – RACE FOR THE WATCH TOWER
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The aim of this battle is for the Empire
player to get a unit to a terrain feature in the
middle of the table which represents the
watch tower and hold it for an entire turn, at
which point the game will end with a victory
for the Empire general. To count as
occupying the watch tower, there must be a
unit of at least two stands inside the terrain
feature throughout two consecutive player
turns. What this means is that an Empire
unit must enter the watch tower in one turn.
Then it must remain within the watch tower
throughout the entirety of the following
Dwarf turn and the following Empire turn.
If the Empire army withdraws prior to this,
either due to reaching its break point, or
through the death of its general. Then the
Dwarfs automatically win the game. If the
Dwarfs withdraw through reaching their
break point or the death of their general,
then the Empire automatically wins.
There is no turn limit for this scenario, in
addition to this Victory points are completely
ignored in this scenario. The only thing that
matters is who breaks first, or if the Empire
army manages to hold onto the watch tower
for two consecutive turns, which results in
the beacon being lit and the warning to the
defenders of Braken Keep being sent.
The deployment zones, table set-up and
deployment of the armies are the same as for
a normal battle. Both sides set up in
deployment zones 80cm from each other,
with the army with the most units deploying
the first unit and then players alternate
deploying units. Of course if you wish to set
up the armies using any form of hidden setup, this is fine.

The only special thing about the table set-up
in this battle is that there should be some
kind of scenery piece placed in the exact
centre of the battlefield to represent the
watch tower. In addition, no terrain should
be setup within 20cm of the watchtower, to
represent the relatively clear ground that
you would find around such a structure.

2. A RIDE FOR HELP
Count Braken soon became aware of the
Dwarf army, either from spotting the lit
beacon on the horizon days ago, or
because of the large army of Dwarfs that
surrounded his keep and were toiling
away at building defensive earthworks.
Knowing the Dwarfs’ excellent reputation
for conducting sieges the Count realised
that he would need some help and fast!
He would have to get a messenger
through the Dwarf lines and request help
from his neighbours.
Upon choosing a relatively weak spot in the
Dwarf lines, the Count decided to send
some of his bravest cavalry led by his own
son, Gert Braken, for aid. They would, of
course, have to burst through the Dwarf
lines and run the gauntlet of missile and
artillery fire to escape – not a simple task!
Despite the fact that this is a siege related
scenario, it uses the normal game rules
rather than the additional siege rules,
with one exception.
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If the Dwarfs won the previous scenario,
they receive additional points to spend
solely on the earthworks siege equipment
list. These earthworks may be deployed
within the Dwarf deployment zone prior to
the setup of any troops. This ought to come
to 100 points of earthworks and represents
the extra time the Dwarfs would have to
prepare their siege-works.
This battle is fought between the Dwarf
vanguard army and a small Empire cavalry
force. The Dwarf army is 1,000 points.
Whilst the Empire army consists of three
units of Knights and an Empire General,
with no other equipment or troops
available.
You can, of course, use armies other than
those in the scenario. However, if you do so
then the army that replaces the Empire army
must consist of a General and between one
and three units of cavalry, all of which must
be bought out of 450 points (unless you are
using a Dwarf army, in which case this must
be Rangers). You may not purchase any
magic items.

MAP 2 – SIEGE OF BRAKEN KEEP
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3. SIEGE OF BRAKEN KEEP
The Dwarf throng of Lord Grimbold had
prepared their defences and after a few
probing attacks to test the Keep’s defenders
were now in a position to mount a full scale
assault. The brave men of the Empire had
waited inside the castle watching the Dwarfs
construct siege weapons and rams for their
final assault on the castle. Count Braken was
trapped inside his castle without knowing
whether any help would come.
This is the final and most important attack
on Braken Keep, therefore it is all or
nothing. The Dwarfs will stop at nothing to
capture the walls, and the men of the
Empire will sell their lives dearly to defend
the castle.

The most important piece of terrain on the
table is of course the fortress itself, which if
you have a large enough table should be
placed in the centre. If not then along one of
the table edges. Ideally you should have six
wall sections (of 40mm length) and a tower
per full 500 points of the defending army,
plus the gateway. This will give you a
reasonable balance between having enough
walls
that
the
defender has to be
stretched a bit in
holding them all and
not having too much
that the defender will
find it impossible to
mount an effective
defence. Other than
this set up terrain as
you see fit, with the
EMPIRE
the exception that
Braken Keep
DEPLOYMENT
there should be no
ZONE
terrain within 30cm
of the fortress walls.
You may place a
few fields, roads
hedgerows and the
odd isolated small
building if you like,
but these ought to be
kept to an absolute
DWARF DEPLOYMENT ZONE
minimum.

The table set-up and deployment are the
same as for a standard battle. In other
words, deploy terrain by whatever method
you desire, then deploy the two armies in
deployment zones 80cm apart from each
other, starting with the Dwarf player
deploying all of his army first, then the
Empire player deploying his small force.

80cm

The victory conditions for the scenario are
quite simple. The Empire player must get at
least three stands and his general off the
table via the Dwarf ’s table edge, or break the
Dwarf army. Any other result ends up with a
victory for the Dwarfs.

Into The Breach!
This battle was fought between a Dwarf
army of 2,000 points and an Empire army of
1,000 points (you can of course use different
points values, but the proportion must
remain the same – in siege the attacker
should outnumber the defender by at least
two-to-one). The battle could easily be
fought between any two armies.
The two armies may choose siege
equipment with a value of up to 25% of their
main list. This is in addition to the armies
that have been chosen as normal, as per the
usual rules for siege battles as detailed
elsewhere in this issue of Warmag.
The attacker may buy siege equipment from
the Attacker Siege Equipment list, the Siege
Machine Equipment list, the Siege Artillery
list and the Earthworks list.
The defender may buy siege equipment
from the Defender Siege Equipment list and
the Earthworks list. Before the armies set
up, place any necessary earthworks, or
defender’s siege equipment within the
relevant deployment zones. This is done in
an alternate way, starting with the defender
placing his first earthwork or piece of
defender equipment first (such as boiling
oil, for example).
Once this has been done, the two armies are
set up. First of all the defender places all of
his units within his deployment zone, which
all the area inside and including the
fortifications and up to 15cm outside of the
fortress walls.

– A Ride for Help – this may be modified
slightly. If the Empire player won this
scenario, by getting the message through,
then start rolling for the end of the game on
Turn five instead of Turn six, as the
reinforcements to lift the siege will arrive
sooner.
The winner is determined by using Victory
points, but do not count Victory points for
casualties. Rather, allocate Victory points for
controlled sections of the castle, as shown
below.
Section
Wall
Tower
Gateway
Courtyard

Points
50
150
100
200

Control of each section is determined by
who has the greatest number of stands in
the area. If the number is equal, no Victory
points are allocated for that section.
Destroyed walls, towers and gateways earn
no Victory points for either side. In addition
to this if an army general dies before or on
Turn six, then that side automatically loses.
If a general dies after Turn six, then use the
Victory Points table above and ignore
casualties for victory calculation. Whichever
side has more Victory points is deemed to
have won, there are no draws in a siege.

Then, once the defender has deployed all his
units, the attacker places all of his units and
siege equipment within his deployment zone,
which consists of all the area 60cm outside
of the defender’s deployment zone.
The battle starts with the attacker taking
the first turn. The battle also lasts for a
random number of
turns, break points are
ignored (however the
death of a general is
not).
At the end of each turn
starting on Turn six,
roll a D6, adding the
turn number to the
result. If the total is 11
or more, then the game
ends immediately.
However if you played
the previous scenario
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